
Author, traveller, photographer and dreamer, Dean prompts audiences to get to the heart of what’s 
really important to them -- to find their own “why”. Armed with insights from lessons learned after call-
ing it quits on a successful corporate career and following his dream to travel the world, Dean’s key-
notes leave audiences energized and empowered to take action. With stunning visuals and riveting 
stories delivered with passion, Dean challenges the norm and provides a roadmap to effect change.

Through his emotional stories, stunning images and powerful experiences, Dean 
brings audiences out of their seats and into the world with him. There, they laugh, 
cry, struggle and learn the keys to success on all of life’s journeys.

Connecting people to cultures, history and the 
natural wonders of the world.

Omaha Town Hall Lecture Series.

“The success of Dean’s lecture was measured by 
the smile on everyone’s face as they left the lecture 
hall and the long line of people waiting to purchase 
his books. For our group it was a win-win. He was 
so well received, and we accomplished our mission 
to inform, inspire and be in touch with the world.”

Debbie Hedgecock
President Omaha Town Hall Lecture Series
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Discover your why. Become the change. 
Businesses and individuals understand the benefits of 
creating a strong community but are struggling to make it 
happen, oftentimes not even knowing where to begin.  

By cutting through distractions and getting to the heart of 
what’s really important, Dean’s presentations ignite a con-
versation, reconnecting people to their own why. Through a 
series of activities, actions and frameworks, audiences dis-
cover how to use this insight to expand their communities.

Audiences embark on a journey of shared lessons that 
challenge and inspire. Insights include:

• Letting go of the familiar to discover what’s possible
• Moving past fears to reach new heights
• Exploring the magic of curiosity
• Believing that ordinary people can do extraordinary 

acts
• Experiencing moments of the heart that change the 

world
• Learning lessons that pause life
• Understanding that humor is priceless

Presentations are tailored to audiences.

Invite Dean to Speak
dean@deanjacobs.org
402-719-7083
deanjacobs.org

“Dean’s presentation was inspiring, uplifting and motivating. His views on life, mankind and 
the world we share were outlined in simple terms we could ALL relate to. The audience was 
left hopeful and positive by his amazing stories. Dean’s ability to relate to and interact with the 
audience was superior. He will certainly be a welcome part of our future programs.”

Eric D. Gordon, Associate Professor – Clinical
OSU College of Veterinary Medicine

“Coming from real-world experiences, Dean’s 
message translates easily into our everyday 
lives. It’s not something that’s easily forgotten  
the next day but keeps us thinking about how 
we can do better – BE better.”

Alison Larson, Vice President, Marketing Director
Equitable Bank

“Dean sure added the WOW factor to make his 
presentation fun and engaging.”

Monika Boyer
Muscatine Community School District


